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WOMEN 2 WOMEN

Female entrepreneurship… in a remarkable way
Gauteng Women in Insurance welcomed members to its first event of the year, at
Hollard’s Villa Arcadia, with Hollard Insure as the main sponsor. Guest speaker,
Nonhlanhla Joye, shared a story that lifted spirits and inspired hearts as members
heard how... Read more

Career women success stories... Daniela Frömmel
and Natasha Maroun
The dynamic duo Daniela Frömmel and Natasha Maroun
share how to be a mom and a business woman. To be
(a working mom) or not to be... Read more

Set powerful deadlines
If you are working great without deadlines and
goals, then by all means, keep going. But if you
are struggling to push a project forward (or a
learning project like language lessons), then you
might try a self-imposed deadline... Read more

Women: change your reality if you want to lead
A recent study put South Africa in the top 10 in the
world when it comes to the number of women in
leadership positions. According to Nicola Middleton,
founder of GodBrands, simply looking at the numbers
tells a severely limited and constrained story... Read
more

Young and not as healthy as we think
Young women between 18 and 30 years of age
are generally thought to be in good health.
However, research from the World Health
Organisation (WHO) shows young women are
becoming more disposed to various diseases and
illnesses... Read more

Legal Talk: Can I breastfeed my child at work?
Some women think that they need to give up their
work in order to breastfeed their children. Others find
it difficult to find a space to breastfeed in their
workplace. And others think they should feed their
baby formula, so they can go back to work more
easily. Find out more about breastfeeding and the law
in this article... Read more
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DOWNLOAD THE GWII ASSIST APP
Gauteng Women In Insurance members can now download a mobile app specially
designed by Global Choices that will assist with life's little curve balls. The GWII Assist App
solution is the latest development in Value Added Insurance Technology and gives users
direct access to their membership benefits and 24-hour assistance with a simple touch of
a button.
Our App suite is custom-built to suit the needs of Emergency Assistance services, reducing
the time required to assist clients. All client apps come with free Family Assist benefits
that ensure you are protected and get the most out of your membership.

